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Bread Science is the complete how-to guide to bread making. It covers the entire process in
detail. With over 250 photos and illustrations, it makes bread making approachable and
fun.Learn how to…use preferments to increase the flavor of your bread,create and maintain
your own sourdough starter,mix a well-balanced dough and knead it to perfection,give your
dough additional strength with a folding technique,shape smooth, symmetric boules, batards,
and baguettes,modify your oven to make it better for baking bread, and more!In addition to the
craft, Bread Science explains the science behind bread making, from fermentation reactions to
yeast behavior, gluten structure, gas retention, and more. If you like to understand why things
happen, Bread Science is for you.The 15th anniversary edition contains all the great content of
the original edition, with a beautiful new cover.
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science.IntroductionThe obvious way to make bread is to find a recipe in a book and follow it.
Chances are it will work well enough, but making bread this way confines the baker to one
recipe, gives no understanding of how to fix problems that arise, and perpetuates the myth that
a baker needs a “good recipe” to begin with. In short, following a recipe is not an empowering
way to make bread.The alternative method explored in this book is more akin to what our
ancestors might have done, working with basic recipes to learn about the process of bread
making, with the added benefit of decades of scientific research enabling us to understand the
inner workings of the process. Think of the method as starting from the beginning—each time
you make dough you see what happens to it and learn something new about the process. The
information provided in this book will help you learn faster and understand how and why bread
“works.” From there, any recipe will be conquerable.Reading about bread will not be enough
though; the only way to get to know dough and bread is to have your hands in it—practice. Do
not be intimidated—mistakes and “failures” are just opportunities to learn. (Besides, messed up
bread often still tastes good!) Take data when mixing your dough—use the data sheet in
chapter four. Remember what the dough feels like. Write notes for next time in order to



remember what to do the same way or differently.Good bread is not the result of one brilliant
mind; it came about by trial and error, over the centuries. And it was done by ordinary people; it
does not require special talents or an advanced degree. Relearning the process from the
beginning is surprisingly simple. In this day, making bread “by hand” might seem like a lost art,
but it remains accessible to anyone who wishes to try it.Chapter 1Bread-Making BasicsThis
chapter contains information on some basic concepts in bread making that will help you get off
to a good start.1.1 The basic bread recipe1.2 The four main ingredients: flour, rising agent,
water, salt1.3 Weight versus volume1.4 Baker’s percent1.5 Four characteristics of dough1.6
Overview of the bread-making process1.7 Get ready to make bread!1.1 The basic bread
recipeThe basic bread recipe is the “lowest common denominator” of bread recipes—the
simplest one possible. It gives new bread makers a simple recipe to use and illustrates that all
recipes are derived from the same place. There is no secret to them—they all have basically
the same percentages of water, yeast, and salt, adjusted to account for any additional
ingredients. (The percentages, which may seem odd, are described in the following section
“Baker’s percent.”)What makes good bread is the attention given to the dough, not the recipe.
This is especially true for bakers working in distinct climates. A world-famous recipe from a
California bakery might need adjustment when used in the humid eastern Carolina summer
with a different brand of flour and different water. Bakers make adjustments by paying attention
to the dough’s characteristics.The basic bread recipe for a one kilogram (about two pound) loaf
of bread is,White flour: 100%, 0.580 kgWater: 70%, 0.406 kgInstant yeast*: 0.7%, 0.004 kgSalt:
2%, 0.012 kgTotal: 172.7%, 1 kg *If fresh yeast is used, the amount of yeast is about 2% or
0.012 kg.This recipe is converted to cup and teaspoon measures in the following section
“Weight versus volume.”If you slap together this recipe, do not knead it enough, stick it in the
refrigerator overnight because you are too tired to bake it, and then put it in a conventional
oven without knowing if it is ready to bake, you will still produce bread that tastes good! From
there, you can use your knowledge of bread making to improve the result—to get more volume
(i.e., bigger bread) or a nicer looking crust, for example. The important thing is just to get
started!Of course, you may want to use a fancier recipe. The scores of great recipes in
cookbooks are a bit more exciting than the basic bread recipe. The rules of bread making still
apply—fancier recipes all evolved from a basic recipe like this one.1.2 The four main
ingredientsWhen asked the ingredients of bread, children usually suggest sugar, eggs, butter,
and oil. Commercially made bread includes these, but the only necessary ingredients in
homemade bread are flour, a rising agent, water, and salt.Flour. The most important
characteristic of flour for a bread baker is the protein content (technically, the gluten-forming-
protein content). Basically, when dough is mixed, protein in the flour forms gluten, a stretchy
material that gives dough strength and enables it to rise. Flour with a high protein content
makes dough with more gluten. This dough is harder to stretch and requires more force when
handling; it may take longer to knead and rise.Approximate protein contents of some different
types of white wheat flour are listed below:• Pastry flour, 9.0%• All-purpose (AP) flour, 10.5%•
Bread flour, 12.5%• High-gluten bread flour, 14.0%Specific protein contents may not be listed
on a package, but the information is often available on websites or by calling the flour
company. Artisan bread works well with a protein content of about 11.5%. You may be able to
find a specialty flour, made for artisan bread makers, with 11.5% protein. Otherwise, you can
make it by mixing two flours (for example, AP flour and bread flour) to get about 11.5%.A
second important factor for bakers is the kind of flour used. Different flours add unique flavors
to bread and impart different nutritional benefits. In general, flours with more of the grain kernel
in them are healthier but harder to work with.Whole wheat flour contains the entire kernel of



wheat, including the bran. What this means for bread making is that bran particles are
interfering with the formation of gluten during mixing. Whole wheat dough therefore rises more
slowly and produces denser bread. It may need extra attention to rise properly. Bread made
with part whole wheat and part white flour will still have the “whole wheat look” and a rich, nutty
flavor but will rise more easily.Other flours can be added to white flour to produce breads with
different tastes. Semolina and durum flours (made from wheat) are typically used in pasta.
Alone they cannot make a decent loaf, but mixed 50/50 with white flour they add a mild flavor
to bread. Spelt flour is made from a distant cousin of wheat. Spelt adds a nutty or bean-y flavor
to bread. Some people who have trouble digesting wheat prefer 100% spelt bread; with less
gluten than wheat, spelt dough rises slowly and produces denser bread.Rye flour adds a
unique taste to bread. It has less gluten and more sugars than wheat flour and can be added to
recipes in small amounts to add rye flavor. True fans will want 100% rye bread. This dough is
much different than wheat dough. It is sticky and rips apart easily, and it appears fragile when
risen; it must cook for hours at a lower temperature and cool for hours to set in the middle. The
resulting bread is dense and gummy.Rising agent. The term “rising agent” refers to the
ingredient that causes fermentation, the reaction that makes the dough rise. Rising agents
include yeast, which is a fungus; preferments made with yeast; and starters, which contain
bacteria and wild yeasts. (Preferments and starters are discussed in detail in chapter
three.)There are three common forms of yeast: fresh yeast (a.k.a. wet yeast, cake yeast, or
compressed yeast), active dry yeast, and instant yeast. Different sources list different
specifications for each form of yeast, such as how much to use, how to use it, how the content
of one form compares to another, and how long each will last. In addition, confusing multiple
names are often used for each form of yeast. The best way to get additional information is to
get specifications from the company that made the yeast you are actually using—look online or
call them and ask. A general description of each form of yeast follows, to get you started.Fresh
yeast is often hard to find. Many home bakers seem to think there is something magical about
fresh yeast, maybe because their excellent-baker-grandmothers used it, or just because they
cannot get it. I am not convinced it is any better than instant yeast.Fresh yeast comes in blocks.
It consists of active yeast cells in a sugar-water casing. This yeast has not been dried at all. It
needs to be refrigerated and lasts about two weeks. It can be frozen for a few months. When
mixing dough, fresh yeast can be added to the flour or crumbled onto the dough later in the
process. Two to four times the weight of dry yeast must be substituted in a recipe if fresh yeast
is used, to account for the weight of the casing. (So, if your recipe requires two grams of dry
yeast, use four to eight grams of fresh yeast.)Active dry yeast is the easiest to find. It is the kind
of yeast you find in every grocery store in small packets or in a brown jar. It became popular
because it was so much more convenient than fresh yeast, but it can have detrimental effects
on bread dough (described below).Active dry yeast is in the form of little granules. It consists of
almost totally dried yeast cells. This yeast lasts for well over a year at room temperature in its
sealed package. It must be refrigerated once opened but lasts for months. It should be
“activated” before use by mixing it with warm water. It is sensitive to cold—adding it directly to
cold water can kill it. Because of the harsh drying process, many of the yeast cells are dead.
Dead yeast cells release a chemical called glutathione that has a bad effect on gluten.I have
used active dry yeast in bread many times and think it works just fine. I don’t bother to activate
it, but I always use an autolyse (rest period) before kneading, which gives the yeast time to
wake up. I’ve also never witnessed any extreme negative effects on gluten, but they may be
subtle.Instant yeast was developed in the 1970s as a combination of the convenience of active
dry yeast and the quality of fresh yeast. It may still be hard to find in grocery stores but can be



ordered from specialty baking companies.Instant yeast is also a dry yeast—it takes the form of
little granules and consists of rapidly dried yeast cells encased in a sugar coating. Vacuum-
sealed bags last a long time in the refrigerator. Once opened, the activity declines after a few
weeks. Instant yeast is not as sensitive to cold as active dry yeast—it does not need to be
activated. It should still not be added directly to cold water, however; it can be added to the
flour during mixing or sprinkled onto the dough later.Yeast that is stored too long becomes
inactive. The yeast cells do not die all at once—over time, the yeast will work more and more
slowly, until eventually it does not work at all. To determine if yeast is still active, mix equal
parts of yeast and flour with some warm water, wait a few minutes, and look for bubbles
forming in the mixture. Bubbles indicate that your yeast is alive and has started producing
gas.Water. Perhaps the simplest ingredient, water deserves much of the credit. Water starts the
chemical reactions that make bread happen by hydrating ingredients, acting as a solvent, and
enabling molecules to move about in the dough. In addition, the water temperature determines
the dough’s temperature, one of the dough characteristics that the baker attempts to
control.The most common question about water in dough concerns the use of tap water. Is it
necessary to make bread with bottled water? It depends on the tap water. If it smells and
tastes like chemicals, it might give odd flavors to your bread. In addition, chemicals in the water
might interfere with the chemical reactions of the dough. Filtered or bottled water costs extra,
though, and there is a good chance that your tap water will work just fine. Try using each and
see if you notice a difference.Salt. Salt has many purposes in bread. The most obvious is that it
adds flavor. It also acts as a natural preservative by dehydrating bacteria, thus adding shelf life
to bread. During bread making, salt slows down the fermentation reactions by dehydrating the
yeast and bacteria, allowing the dough to ferment for longer before it must be shaped and
baked. The longer fermentation time allows more flavor to develop. Salt also stabilizes the
gluten network, making the gluten stronger. This creates a better dough that resists the
building gas pressure and rises more slowly.Technically, salt is an optional ingredient. People
on low-salt diets can make bread without it, using other ingredients for flavor and slowing down
the fermentation process with cold temperatures.1.3 Weight versus volumeThere are two ways
to measure ingredients, by weight and by volume. Weighing ingredients requires a scale.
Measuring by volume means using measuring cups and teaspoons. Both ways work, but
measuring by weight has important advantages.A certain weight of an ingredient is in effect a
certain number of molecules. When dough is mixed, molecules in the ingredients react with
each other. By adjusting the weight of each ingredient, the baker controls how much reaction
can happen.It seems that volume is analogous to weight—a bigger scoop of flour has more
molecules. The volume of some ingredients can change, however. Flour can settle or become
packed and thus become “smaller.” Salt crystals come in different sizes; bigger salt crystals
have bigger air spaces between them, in effect giving less salt per teaspoon than salt with
small crystals. Also, volume measurements are less accurate—a teaspoon might be slightly
heaping or depressed—while weight measurements are consistent.Another concern is
preferments, discussed in depth in chapter three. Preferments are dough-like mixtures made a
day early and added to bread dough for extra flavor. Their size increases dramatically from the
time when they are mixed to the time when they are used. If you try to measure a preferment
using volume, how much you use depends on how developed the preferment is. A cup of
recently mixed preferment is denser—more flour and water—than a cup of well-risen
preferment that is full of air.Still, making bread without a scale works. If you measure carefully,
cup and teaspoon measurements can be fairly consistent. Preferment amounts can be
approximated. Once you are familiar with dough, you will be able to tell if you need to add



water or flour by feeling your dough; the actual amount from the recipe loses importance.
Recipes in this book are given by weight and volume.* (*Conversion factors are located in the
appendix.) Here is the conversion of the basic bread recipe:White flour: 0.580 kg × 1000 g/1 kg
× 1 cup/112 g = 5.10 cupWater: 0.406 kg × 1000 g/1 kg × 1 cup/237 g = 1.71 cupInstant yeast:
0.004 kg × 1000 g/1 kg × 1 tsp/4 g = 1 tspSalt: 0.012 kg × 1000 g/1 kg × 1 tsp/6 g = 2 tspThe
resulting recipe in weight and volume is,White flour: 100%, 0.580 kg, 5 cupWater: 70%, 0.406
kg, 1¾ cupInstant yeast: 0.7%, 0.004 kg, 1 tspSalt: 2%, 0.012 kg, 2 tspTotal: 172.7%, 1 kg(An
important note about flour: these numbers are for fluffy, sifted flour. If you scoop flour up with a
measuring cup, it may be packed down and you will use too much flour! Avoid packed-down
flour by sifting or by spooning it into your measuring cup one spoonful at a time.)+ (+For more
information on this, see the notes in the appendix.)1.4 Baker’s percentBaker’s percent is a
special method of organizing a recipe that is convenient for bakers. It is a helpful tool for
understanding the basic structure of recipes. A discussion of baker’s percent means doing
some math. If you are completely averse to reading about math, you can accept the idea of
“baker’s percent” on faith and skip this section.Normally, percentages add up to 100%. For
example, a poll might show that 65% of Americans like chocolate ice cream best, while 23%
like vanilla, 8% like mint, 3% like purple kiwi passion, and 1% like “other.” These numbers add
up to 100%, implying that 100% of Americans (i.e., all of them) were polled.Baker’s percent
lists the ingredients in a recipe as percentages, but flour is always 100% by weight,** while the
other ingredients are measured relative to the amount of flour. For example, the basic bread
recipe is 100% flour, 70% water, 0.7% yeast, and 2% salt. The weight of the water in the recipe
is 70% of the weight of the flour. The weights of the yeast and salt are 0.7% and 2% of the
weight of the flour, respectively. This means that the ingredients add up to 172.7%.
(**Kilograms are actually units of mass, while pounds are units of weight. In this book, the more
common term weight is used in place of the term mass.)Baker’s percent may not seem intuitive
—perhaps it seems like an affront to accepted mathematics. How can a percentage greater
than 100 exist?Think of baker’s percent as a useful tool. First of all, percentages are useful for
comparing recipes. For example, which bread is better for someone avoiding salt? One recipe
uses four teaspoons of salt, while another uses only two teaspoons; but the four-teaspoon
recipe makes a bigger loaf of bread. A slice from the bigger loaf will not necessarily have more
salt than a slice from the smaller loaf. The percentage of salt is important, not the actual
amount of salt used.In addition, bread recipes must be flexible. This is because factors can
change—for example, the moisture content of the flour or the humidity of the bakery. This is
where baker’s percent is useful. If recipes are written with normal percentages, changing one
ingredient’s percentage causes the other ingredients’ percentages to change, too, because the
total must remain 100%. That would result in unwanted changes—too much salt or yeast, for
example.With baker’s percent, adjusting recipes is easy. For example, a baker’s dough feels
very wet, so the baker holds 5% of the water. Compare the original recipe to the new, drier
recipe:Original recipe:White flour: 100%, 0.580 kgWater: 70%, 0.406 kgInstant yeast: 0.7%,
0.004 kgSalt: 2%, 0.012 kgTotal: 172.7%, 1 kgNew, drier recipe:White flour: 100%, 0.580
kgWater: 65%, 0.377 kgInstant yeast: 0.7%, 0.004 kgSalt: 2%, 0.012 kgTotal: 168%, about 1
kgThe water’s value has changed, but not the other ingredients’ values.Baker’s percent
provides bakers with a universal measure. For example, salt values are usually about 2%. Most
recipes have approximately 2% salt, just as the basic bread recipe does. Water content (or
hydration) and yeast content also have similar percentages in most recipes.* (*For more
thoughts on baker’s percent and how a better name might be baker’s ratio, visit the updates
page at .)1.5 Four characteristics of doughThere are four characteristics of dough to keep in



mind when making bread—time, temperature, gas content, and strength. Controlling these four
characteristics is possible at various places throughout the process.Time. Time is key to
making good bread for one simple reason—the longer the dough ferments, the more flavor it
will have. Using a preferment is the first way to increase the fermentation time, by adding a
whole extra day to the process. There are many other ways to add time to the process: mixing
with colder water to make colder dough, keeping the dough in a colder environment during
fermentation, punching the dough during the fermentation step so that it must rise several
times, shaping the dough more tightly to allow it to proof more slowly, and proofing the dough
in a cold place, even overnight in a refrigerator.On the other hand, warm temperatures and a
single first rise can be used to speed up the process for expediency. This may be necessary in
a cold house or if the dough is rising too slowly for undetermined reasons. (New bakers often
have trouble with dough rising slowly simply because they are new at kneading and did not
knead well enough.)Temperature. Temperature indirectly affects the flavor of dough by altering
the rising time. Colder water and a cold environment are two ways to slow down the process.
For example, colder water is used to counteract the heat caused by friction when you use an
electric mixer. Whenever your hands are in the dough, during kneading or shaping, you are
imparting heat to the dough. While your dough must be properly kneaded, handle it as little as
possible, using brisk, efficient motions. While temperature can alter rising time, major changes
are made by altering the amount of yeast used.The dough’s rising temperature can subtly
affect flavor in sourdoughs, with their variety of microorganisms.* (*For more thoughts on
sourdough temperature and flavor, visit the updates page at .)Finally, the temperature of the
oven is what bakes the dough into bread. In chapter seven, the importance of the oven
temperature in the first ten minutes of baking, when the most expansion occurs, will be
discussed.Gas content. With each step of the bread-making process, the gas content of the
dough determines when the dough is ready to be taken to the next step. For example,
preferments should be full of gas when they are used, dough should be full of gas when it is
punched down or shaped, and the shaped loaf should be full of gas when it goes into the oven.
Baked too soon (not enough gas), it may have a dense center; baked too late (too much gas),
it may collapse.The baker repeatedly removes gas from dough and allows it to re-form.
Instructions for proper gas removal during shaping are given in chapter six. A poor job
removing gas during shaping results in bread with gaping holes inside. When the dough goes
into the oven, it should have an even distribution of gas inside.Sometimes dough seems overly
gassy—it rises too fast and becomes weak and hard to work with. The main control on gas
content is how much yeast is in the recipe and how active the preferment is when it is used.
Problems with persistently gassy dough are solved by using less yeast.Temperature also
controls gas content. Extreme high temperatures can cause dough to rise too fast, quickly
resulting in an overly gassy dough. Dough with too much gas is sloppy to work with and forms
messy bread.Strength. Dough strength is the characteristic that the baker has the most
chances to control, beginning with what type of flour (i.e., how much gluten) is used in the
recipe. Strength is subsequently controlled by how long the dough is mixed, how often and how
tightly it is folded, how well it is shaped, and how it is scored before it enters the oven.Dough
that is too weak or too strong will not rise properly. Weak dough will not retain gas well, while
overly strong dough will resist gas pressure and not allow itself to rise. In addition, controlling
the strength of the dough is important for making an aesthetically pleasing loaf of bread. Dough
that is too weak or too strong will be hard to shape well. Once shaped, uneven strength causes
uneven expansion—weaker spots in the loaf will rise more, ripping during the rapid expansion
in the oven. The internal structure will be uneven.The dough characteristics affected by each



step of the bread-making process are summarized below.Mixing a preferment• Use of a
preferment increases the overall fermentation time• Gas production begins; the preferment
should be full of gas when it is usedMixing the dough• The amount of yeast used and the
readiness of the preferment when the dough is mixed determine the rising time of the dough•
Proper kneading also affects the rising time• The water temperature controls the dough
temperature and thus its rising time• The amount of yeast and readiness of the preferment
when the dough is mixed determine the gas content of the dough• More kneading increases
the strength of the doughFermentation (rising)• Punching down the dough increases the
number of rises and therefore the overall fermentation time• The temperature of the dough’s
location affects the dough temperature and thus its rising time• The gas content determines
when the dough is ready to be punched and folded or shaped• Folding increases the strength
of the doughShaping• Tight shaping of the dough increases its proofing time• Over-handling
can overheat the dough• Removing all gas from the dough during shaping produces even
bread without gaping holes inside• Shaping adds strength to the dough for slow, even
risingProofing (rising)• The temperature of the dough’s location affects proofing time• The gas
content determines when loaves are ready to bake• The strength of the dough supports it while
it risesBaking• A proper oven temperature causes the dough to expand fully and then to bake•
Proper gas content in the dough creates bigger bread• The strength of the dough causes it to
expand evenly1.6 Overview of the bread-making processThe basic steps of the bread-making
process are summarized and illustrated below.1. Mixing a preferment (optional). Flour, water,
and yeast or sourdough starter can be mixed the day before the dough is made. This
preferment rises overnight as fermentation begins.2. Mixing the dough. Flour, water, a rising
agent (yeast, preferment, or both), and salt are incorporated together. There is an optional rest
period, and then the dough is kneaded.3. Fermentation (rising). The covered dough is left to
rise.4. Punch and fold (optional). The dough is punched to remove gas. It is folded to add
strength.5. Fermentation (rising). If punched, the dough rises again.6. Shaping. The dough is
cut into pieces if necessary, gas is removed, and it is shaped into boules, baguettes, batards,
or other shapes.7. Proofing (rising). The shaped dough is covered and left to relax (soften) and
rise. It fills with gas one last time.8. Baking. When it is full of gas, the dough is put into the oven,
where it expands and solidifies into bread.9. Cooling. After the bread is baked, it is placed on a
rack to let it cool properly.1.7 Get ready to make bread!You are ready to set off on your bread-
making adventure! Remember that this can be a lot of fun. Your dough might not be perfect the
first time you make it, but if it were perfect every time, you would never learn. Keep notes of
how it turns out and make adjustments for next time.To make really great bread, you cannot
just follow steps. You have to pay attention to the dough, take care of it, and use it when the
time is right. The good baker waits for the dough to be ready and then acts before it is too
late.The following chapter delves into the science occurring in dough throughout the entire
process of bread making. Chapters three through seven split the process into steps, not only
describing how to do a step of the process, but also pointing out the little things to watch for to
improve your bread. Improvements can be made each step of the way, from when you choose
ingredients until you pull the baked bread out of the oven.Chapter 2Bread Science BasicsThis
chapter is about the science of bread making, organized by subject. References to specific
research studies are located at the end of each section.2.1 Starch and sugar2.2 Yeast and
bacteria2.3 Fermentation2.4 Flavor and color2.5 Water and protein2.6 Gluten structure2.7 Gas
retention2.8 Proteases2.9 Salt and fermentation2.10 Salt and gluten2.11 Miscellaneous2.1
Starch and sugarSugar is one of the main players in dough chemistry—it is the “food” needed
by yeast during fermentation, the reactions that occur in dough to produce flavor and make the



dough rise. But the wheat kernel, and consequently flour, only has small amounts of sugar in it,
around one to two percent.1,2,3 Basic bread recipes do not use added sugar. Where does the
sugar come from to support fermentation?Begin by considering sugar. A simple sugar
molecule is a molecule of carbon (C), hydrogen (H), and oxygen (O) atoms, often curled into a
ring. Two or more rings join together to form more complex sugars. A two-ring sugar is a
disaccharide. The pictures below are ball-and-stick models of sugar molecules. Balls represent
atoms and sticks represent the bonds between atoms. Only the main atoms are shown.There
are four important sugars in bread making. Glucose and fructose are simple sugars that form
six- and five-member rings, respectively.Maltose is a disaccharide of glucoses. Maltose
formation is shown in the following diagram.Note that the loss of a water molecule enables the
two glucose rings to join to form maltose. To break a maltose molecule, water must be added
back. Sucrose is a disaccharide of one glucose and one fructose; it forms in a reaction similar
to the one shown above.Starch is a polysaccharide, a chain of many sugar rings. The most
important starches in flour are amylose and amylopectin. Amylose is a straight chain of
glucose sugars. Amylopectin is also made of glucose sugars, but it branches.Starch can be
broken down to simpler forms of sugar by enzymes, special protein molecules that perform
specific functions. The enzymes that convert starch are called amylases and are conveniently
found in flour. Amylases are activated when flour and water mix. Remember that water
molecules are removed when sugar rings join. To break the starch, water molecules must be
added back. Also, water serves as a medium in which the enzymes move, allowing them to
reach the starch.One kind of amylase, called alpha-amylase (;����Ðylase), breaks starch chains
into smaller pieces. The other, beta-amylase (;"Ö�Ðylase), breaks maltose units off the ends of
the starch chains. The two enzymes help each other break down starch effectively—tests show
that together, they break up more starch than the sum of what they can break up working solo.4
Sugars are able to move about in dough. When a sugar molecule nears a yeast cell, the yeast
either processes it at the cell membrane or transports (absorbs) it through the membrane into
the cell. Maltose is transported and broken down in the yeast cell, but sucrose cannot be
transported and must be broken down at the yeast’s membrane. The products of this reaction
are then transported into the cell.5 The yeast’s transport system is important because it moves
the sugar into the cell much faster than ordinary diffusion would.The yeasts used in bread
making are those with enzymes for processing complex sugars. Originally, scientists called the
enzyme system that processed maltose into fermentation products zymase or maltozymase. In
1895, the enzyme maltase was discovered. Scientists then broke the fermentation process into
smaller parts with specific enzymes described for each part.6 When yeast absorbs a maltose
molecule, maltase breaks it in half, into two glucose molecules. When yeast encounters a
sucrose molecule, the enzyme invertase is at the yeast’s membrane to break the sucrose into
one glucose and one fructose, which are then absorbed. Once the simple sugar molecules
glucose and fructose are available, fermentation can begin.The process of breaking starch into
simple sugars is illustrated in the diagram below. Sugars other than glucose, fructose, maltose,
and sucrose are fermented very slowly or not at all.7Yeast processes the available glucose,
fructose, and sucrose before working on maltose. Gas is produced by the fermentation
reactions and can be used to monitor the amount of reaction occurring. In the following plot of
gas production versus time, there is a dip in the middle, when yeast cells are switching from
the glucose, fructose, and sucrose molecules to maltose. Adding glucose, fructose, or sucrose
to the mix increases the size of the plot’s first hump, postponing the time when the yeast must
switch to maltose. If enough of these sugars is added, this first hump appears to go on forever.
The curve of a special dough containing only maltose has only the second hump, with a slower



increase in gas production at the start.8Maltase and invertase are the simple names for the
enzymes in yeast. Other more confusing names you might encounter for maltase are ;�Ð
glucosidase, glucoinvertase, glucosidosucrase, maltase-glucoamylase, and the “official”
scientific name, ;�ÔBÖvÇV6÷6–FP glucohydrolase. Invertase is also called ;"Ög uctofuranosidase,
saccharase, and the “official” name, ;"ÔBÖg uctofuranoside fructohydrolase.9It may seem strange
that the ingredients of bread happen to contain all the enzymes they need for bread-making
reactions—amylases to convert starch, maltase and invertase to break down sugars. It makes
sense, however, when you consider that the ingredients were (or are) living things—wheat
plants, fungi, and bacteria—who possess the enzymes for their own uses. They produce
sugars or break them down for energy to keep themselves alive. In making bread, we are
stealing their technology and using it for our own purposes.1 Jenson, I. “Bread and baker’s
yeast.” Microbiology of Fermented Foods, Volume 1. London: Blackie Academic and
Professional, 1998 175.2 Hoseney, R.C. Principles of Cereal Science and Technology. St. Paul,
Minnesota: American Association of Cereal Chemists, Inc., 1986 95.3 Kulp, K. “Baker’s yeast
and sourdough in U.S. bread products.” Handbook of Dough Fermentations. New York, Basel:
Marcel Dekker, Inc., 2003 99.4 Walden, C.C. “The action of wheat amylases on starch under
conditions of time and temperature as they exist during baking.” Cereal Chemistry 32 (1955)
421–431.5 De la Fuente, G. and A. Sols. “Transport of sugars in yeasts. II. Mechanisms of
utilization of disaccharides and related glycosides.” Biochimica et Biophysica Acta 56 (1962)
49–62.6 Fisher, R. Chem. Ber. (Chemische Berichte?) 38 (1895) 1429–1438 (in German);
referenced in Robertson, J.J. and H.O. Halvorson. “The components of maltozymase in yeast,
and their behavior during deadaptation.” Journal of Bacteriology 73 (1957) 186–198.7 Kulp, K.
(2003) 100.8 Larmour, R.K. and H.N. Borgsteinsson. “Studies of experimental baking tests. III.
The effect of various salts on gas production.” Cereal Chemistry 13 (1936) 410.9 Enzyme
Nomenclature 1992: recommendations of the Nomenclature Committee of the International
Union of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology on the nomenclature and classification of
enzymes. Prepared by E.C. Webb. San Diego: Academic Press, Inc., 1992 348–349.2.2 Yeast
and bacteriaBread needs a rising or leavening agent. Cakes and quick breads use baking soda
to produce the gas needed for rising. Bread, however, uses microorganisms to process sugars
into gas. There are two types of microorganisms in bread making—yeasts and bacteria.
Baker’s yeast, a yeast strain picked because it is good for bread making, can be bought at the
grocery store. Sourdough starter contains a mixture of wild yeasts and bacteria from the
environment.Microorganism basics. Yeasts and bacteria are both one-celled organisms. (Thus
they are small enough to be called “micro.”) Bacteria are examples of prokaryotes. Prokaryotic
cells are the simplest cells; they do not have a separate nucleus or clearly defined organelles
(internal parts). Yeasts are in the fungus family. They are examples of eukaryotes, a more
complex class of cells. They have a separate, membrane-bound nucleus containing DNA in
chromosomes, as well as several types of organelles.Yeasts and bacteria reproduce when
conditions are right—when they have the nutrients and energy they need. Under optimal
conditions, the cycle of resting and reproducing takes about one-and-one-half hours.1 In bread
dough, they reproduce as long as there is a supply of oxygen. Oxygen enables them to
process food (sugar) efficiently. When oxygen runs out, they must get energy by a less efficient
method and they stop reproducing.2Every textbook seems to have a different description of
microorganism reproduction, some of them contradictory. While bacteria stick to one asexual
method, yeasts often have both an asexual method and a sexual one. Different species of
yeast have different methods, and one species of yeast will switch between methods
depending on conditions. Below we will look at reproduction in baker’s yeast.Bacteria



reproduce by asexual fission, illustrated below: The nuclear material, a DNA molecule, is
copied (1), and the copies separate (2). The cell membrane pinches the cell in half with nuclear
material in each new cell (3 and 4), and a new cell wall forms (4 and 5).The common form of
reproduction in yeasts is budding, which is asexual. A new cell (the bud) forms at the edge of
the old cell. The nuclear material is copied. The nucleus migrates to the neck, where the old
and new cells meet. The nucleus elongates and divides, with one copy of the nucleus in each
cell, and new cell walls form, separating the new cell from its parent.Baker’s yeast can also
reproduce via a sexual method. First, the nucleus copies and divides, resulting in four spores,
cells with “half-nuclei.” Two spores join to form a yeast cell.Each spore needs to join with
another spore to form a cell with a whole nucleus. This happens three different ways.
Sometimes two of the spores join immediately and form a new yeast cell (below, left).
Sometimes the spores are released and reproduce asexually, and then two of their
descendents join to form a new cell (middle). Lastly, a descendent spore might join with an
original spore to form a new cell (right).3History of yeast. Microorganisms have been used to
leaven bread for thousands of years. Their leavening ability was probably discovered by
accident—someone forgot to bake a flour-water mixture, microorganisms took over, and when
the baker returned they discovered the mixture full of gas and decided to bake it anyway.The
ancient Egyptians are usually credited with the start of leavened bread around 2500 B.C.
Archaeological evidence, however, shows the existence of leavened bread in Europe before
3800 B.C.4 Still, the Egyptians get credit for developing bread-making technology, notably the
oven, and for mass producing bread, which was used to feed the thousands of workers who
built the pyramids.Early research on Egyptian bread making focused on data gleaned from
writings and art. Discrepancies and different interpretations occurred, however, and there was
little data on some aspects of the process.The image below depicts the bakery of King
Ramses, based on an Egyptian tomb painting. Source: The Oxford encyclopedia of ancient
Egypt (public domain, copyright expired).More recently, researchers attempted to recreate
ancient bread-making processes. In one study, a bakery site near the pyramids was used,
together with clay pots handmade in Cairo to resemble those shown in tomb art, emmer wheat
(the wheat available to the Egyptians), and local yeasts and bacteria lured to a flour-water
mixture left in a researcher’s hotel window. When loaves were finally baked, the researchers
noted a similarity with the shape of the nearby pyramid.5A 1996 study used optical and
electron microscopes to gather bread-making data in new ways.6 Researchers studied tiny
samples of ancient bread from museums. Optical microscopes showed a dense crumb; a thin
crust that was darker on top, indicating baking; a fine texture with little chaff or husk; and
emmer wheat as the main ingredient.Electron microscopes provided them with more details.
First, researchers examined modern bread and correlated starch characteristics with aspects
of processing. For example, adequate moisture resulted in fully merged starch granules, and
certain enzymes resulted in broken-down starch. Then they examined Egyptian bread and
recognized starch characteristics that were similar to those in modern bread. It appeared that
Egyptian bread dough had adequate moisture but was undermixed. Malt was an ingredient,
indicated by starch-degrading enzymes. In addition, they saw yeast cells.The technology of
leavened bread spread from Egypt to the Greeks and then to the Romans, who developed the
technique. Leavening came from two sources: they used yeasty foam skimmed off the top of
brewing beer to leaven their finer bread, while ordinary bread was leavened with a culture of
microorganisms trapped in a flour-water mixture and saved from one batch to the next (i.e., a
starter like sourdough starter).7 With the fall of the Roman Empire, bread baking technology all
but disappeared, surviving in abbeys and monasteries until it reappeared in Europe in the 12th



century.8It was not until the 1800s that yeast cells were finally recognized as the cause of
fermentation. In 1680, Anthony van Leeuwenhoek saw yeast cells with his microscope and
sketched them but did not identify them. In 1810, Joseph Gay-Lussac described the
fermentation equation but did not know that microorganisms were responsible for carrying out
the process. In the 1830s, data showed that fermentation was the result of yeast, which was
named “saccharomyces,” but the results were not accepted.The work of Louis Pasteur from
1857 to 1863 finally garnered for yeast the credit it deserved. He showed the role of yeast and
other microorganisms in fermentation and described the different fermentation pathways
possible. In the following decades, the new field of microbiology grew. Specific microorganisms
were separated and grown.In the 1800s, a switch in beer-making technique made unavailable
the yeast that bread bakers had been appropriating for dough; the yeast was no longer at the
top of the brew and easy to skim off. Bakers had to find a new source of leavening power.
Production of yeast specially made for bakers helped standardize the fermentation process,
which had been irregular with the use of brewers’ yeast or starters. It also enabled bakers to
produce bigger bread.Production of yeast involves obtaining a pure sample of yeast cells (i.e.,
the correct strain of the desired species), putting it on a surface for growth called a substrate,
and encouraging it to grow and multiply. When enough yeast cells have been produced, they
are washed and packaged. Starting in 1846, yeast for bakers was obtained with the Vienna
Process, in which yeast cultures were grown on grain. In 1877, the Air Process was developed
in Copenhagen, based on Pasteur’s observation that blowing air over the substrate would
stimulate yeast growth.9 The air provided aerobic conditions for the yeast, helping them work
efficiently and eliminating production of alcohol (discussed in the following section
“Fermentation”). Other advances in yeast production included replacing grain with molasses as
a substrate for yeast growth and using a feeding schedule to maintain a proper concentration
of sugar available as food.10Classification of bread-making microorganisms. There are many
different yeasts and bacteria in the world, some of which work for bread making and most of
which do not. Most of the bread-making yeasts are in the genera (i.e., genus-es)
Saccharomyces or Candida, while most of the bacteria are in the genus Lactobacillus. Baker’s
yeast consists of certain strains of one yeast species, Saccharomyces (S.) cerevisiae.
Sourdough starter contains a combination of yeasts and bacteria that depends on the starter’s
creation and care.S. cerevisiae has been chosen for baker’s yeast because it performs well—it
has the enzymes needed to process maltose (some yeasts do not) and it does so efficiently,
producing the biggest loaf of bread in baking tests. When you use baker’s yeast, other yeasts
and bacteria may be present, floating in from the air or in the flour, but the large population of
baker’s yeast remains in control of the system.Sourdough starter will be discussed in detail in
chapter three, but a brief explanation is given here. To create a starter, flour and water are
mixed and left at room temperature. Yeasts and bacteria from the air and flour take hold in the
mix, fermenting sugars and producing gas. The starter needs to be fed more flour and water to
stay alive. After some time, the population stabilizes into a thriving system or culture.Starters
created in different locations have different populations of yeasts and bacteria. The flour used
for feeding can also influence the inhabitants of the starter.* In a 1971 study of San Francisco
sourdough starter, starters from five bakeries were examined and all found to have the same
yeast, S. exiguus. Only one starter had another species of yeast as well. The bacteria present
were a new type, christened Lactobacillus (Lb.) sanfrancisco.11 (*For more thoughts on the
origin of microorganisms in sourdough starter, visit the updates page at .)The 1971 paper
indicated a system of yeasts and bacteria that resisted contamination by other microorganisms.
There were a few hints as to how. The common yeast in all the starters was one that thrived at



acidic conditions, such as those found in starter. It was also resistant to an antibiotic substance
released by the bacteria, which would kill off other types of yeast. Finally, the bacteria
fermented maltose but the yeast did not, instead fermenting the small percentage of other
sugars present. Thus the two microorganisms were not competing for food.For years I thought
the microorganisms in a starter would change if it changed location—new local yeasts and
bacteria would move in, displacing the old ones. This bothered me because companies sell
starter marketed as the authentic starter of a region of the world. I now know of the evidence
(described above) that the system resists contamination. It seems possible, however, that a
foreign starter could succumb to local invasion, perhaps by a local species that thrives in the
starter better than its current community members.** As a home baker, you can decide for
yourself by maintaining starters from different locations and comparing the flavors of the bread
they produce. (**There is support for both sides of the issue. One of my students had a half-
dozen starters in his fridge and insisted they were all different. Another student told me she
had bought San Francisco starter several times and it always ended up tasting just like her
Carrboro, North Carolina, starter. Read more on the updates page at .)Much effort has been
spent trying to identify the yeasts and bacteria present in sourdough starters and other starter
cultures.12 In 1894, yeasts and bacteria were first found in sourdough starter. In 1921,
lactobacilli (one kind of bacteria in starter) were observed to produce gas and acid. In 1924,
200 strains of bacteria were identified in dough.The first attempt to classify the bacteria of
bread making was in 1919. Many different criteria can be used for classification: Which
pathways of fermentation do the microorganisms use? Which sugars do they ferment? Which
genetic family are they in? In addition, new species are discovered, and new research methods
reveal new characteristics of old species. Studies still attempt to classify the microorganisms,
called the microflora of sourdough.The following lists should give an idea of the variety of
organisms possible. Lactic acid bacteria, a.k.a. lactobacillaceae, include fourteen genera:
Bifidobacterium, Streptococcus, Carnobacterium, Tetragenococcus, Enterococcus,
Vagococcus, Lactobacillus, Weissella, Lactococcus, Aerococcus, Leuconostoc, Alloiococcus,
Pediococcus, and Atopobium. Some of the lactic acid bacteria identified in sourdough are Lb.
acidophilus, Lb. amylovorus, Lb. crispatus, Lb. delbrueckii (strains—bulgaricus, delbrueckii,
lactis), Lb. johnsonii, Lb. farciminis, Lb. alimentarius, Lb. casei, Lb. plantarum, Lb. brevis, Lb.
buchneri, Lb. fermentum, Lb. fructivorans, Lb. reuteri, Lb. pontis, Lb. sanfranciscensis, Lb.
confusus (now called Weissella confusus), Pediococcus acidilactici, and Pediococcus
pentosaceus. Some of the yeasts identified in sourdough are Candida (C.) boidinii, C.
guilliermondii, C. stellata, C. tropicalis, C. holmii, C. krusei, C. milleri, Hansenula (H.) anomala,
H. subpelliculosa, H. tropicalis, Pichia (P.) polymorpha, P. saitoi, S. cerevisae, S. dairensis, S.
ellipsoideus, S. fructuum, S. inusitatus, S. exiguus, and Torulopsis holmii.The following section
on fermentation focuses on the reactions that occur in baker’s yeast, S. cerevisiae. Similar
reactions occur in the microorganisms of sourdough starter.1 Phaff, H.J., M.W. Miller, and E.M.
Mrak. The Life of Yeasts, 2nd edition. London, Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1978 56.2
Kulp, K. “Baker’s yeast and sourdough in U.S. bread products.” Handbook of Dough
Fermentations. New York, Basel: Marcel Dekker, Inc., 2003 103.3 Phaff, H.J., M.W. Miller, E.M.
Mrak (1978) 55–57, 75–80.4 Wirtz, R.L. “Grain, baking, and sourdough bread: A brief historical
panorama.” Chapter 1 in Handbook of Dough Fermentations. New York: Marcel Dekker, Inc.,
2003 5.5 Roberts, D. “Rediscovering Egypt’s bread-baking technology.” National Geographic
(January 1995) 32–35.6 Samuel, D. “Investigation of ancient Egyptian baking and brewing
methods by correlative microscopy.” Science 273 (1996) 488–490.7 Oura, E., H. Suomalainen,
and R. Viskari. “Breadmaking.” Chapter 4 in Economic Microbiology, Volume 7: Fermented



Foods. London, New York: Academic Press, 1982 88.8 Wirtz, R.L. (2003) 8.9 Sanderson, G.W.
“Yeast products for the baking industry.” Cereal Foods World 30 (1985) 770–775.10 Phaff, H.J.,
M.W. Miller, and E.M. Mrak (1978) 253–254.11 Sugihara, T.F., L. Kline, and M.W. Miller.
“Microorganisms of the San Francisco sour dough bread process, I. and II.” Applied
Microbiology 21 (1971) 456–458, 459–465.12 Stolz, P. “Biological fundamentals of yeast and
lactobacilli fermentation in bread dough.” Chapter 2 in Handbook of Dough Fermentations. New
York: Marcel Dekker, Inc., 2003.2.3 FermentationThe main reactions occurring in dough are
referred to as fermentation. The simplified story is that yeast “eats” sugar, turning it into alcohol
and carbon dioxide gas. The alcohol results in bread flavor. The carbon dioxide causes the
dough to rise; the holes in bread were once bubbles of carbon dioxide before the bread was
baked.The real story is much more complicated. The bread-making term “fermentation”
actually encompasses two processes, called by the scientific names respiration and
fermentation. When oxygen is present, yeast is able to perform respiration. In the absence of
oxygen, it switches to fermentation.The basic reaction of respiration is,C6H12O6 (glucose) + 6
O2 (oxygen) à 6 CO2 (carbon dioxide) + 6 H2O (water)This produces lots of carbon dioxide
gas, causing the dough to rise faster. It does not produce any alcohol, however.In the absence
of oxygen, yeast performs fermentation. There are different fermentation pathways with
different products. The products depend on which enzymes are present—different yeasts
contain different enzymes. With bread-making yeast, the reaction is,C6H12O6 (glucose) à 2
C2H5OH (ethanol) + 2 CO2 (carbon dioxide)This process produces less carbon dioxide than
respiration but also produces ethanol. This ethanol increases the flavor of the bread. As a side
note, the microorganisms in sourdough starter perform a fermentation reaction that produces
lactic acid, resulting in a different flavor.The two processes are illustrated below.In dough,
respiration occurs until the oxygen is used up, and then fermentation begins. Adding air (and
therefore oxygen) to dough while kneading enables more respiration to occur, resulting in
faster-rising but less-flavorful dough. This effect can easily be amplified when mixing in a mixer.
Commercial bakeries often strive for more respiration because it speeds up the bread-making
process. The balance of the two processes found in homemade dough results in a dough that
rises in a timely manner and also has good flavor.Even this more complicated picture of
fermentation is simplified. For example, what exactly does yeast do to a glucose molecule to
turn it into carbon dioxide? The specifics of the respiration and fermentation reactions—the
steps, the intermediate molecules, and the mechanisms of each step—can be found in a
microbiology textbook. There are numerous pathways and cycles; basic diagrams adapted
from those in textbooks are shown below.
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Anand Mandapati, “Good Bread, but not Perfect. This is not a cookbook, it’s a science book.
But, if you’re willing to read through the science in chapter 2, you’ll be rewarded with a much
better understanding of why you should or shouldn’t do the things mentioned in chapters 3-8.
Emily Buehler does a great job delving into the science and translating it into real world
example much more than the brief descriptions in Harold McGee’s “On Food and Cooking” and
even a bit more detail than Shirley Corriher’s “CookWise”. As excellent as those books and
introductions into bread baking were, I knew I wanted to learn even more detail and this book
delivered. As I’m just starting on my bread baking journey, we’ll see if all this knowledge really
ends up translating into better bread than I’ve made so far, but I’m optimistic I’ll know how to fix
things that go wrong.With that said, I wanted to understand why some popular recipes work
and was disappointed it didn’t touch too much on those. For example, Chad Robertson favors
higher hydration than the basic recipe in this book and I’d love to understand why it works. Or,
another example is Jim Lahey’s no knead recipe which is very briefly mentioned in chapter 8.
I’d love to know if there are intermediate stages between fully kneading the bread with a 2 hour
ferment and not kneading at all with a 12-18 hour ferment. The book really only focused on the
first end of the spectrum. I could (and will) experiment and find my answers, but I’d love to
understand the science of what to expect before I do things which was the point of reading the
book.”

JRose, “Best book on the science behind bread making I've ever found. What does fat do to
the formation of gluten? Does it matter what type of fat you use? What exactly does gluten
have to do with the texture and rise of the dough? How do the different types of gluten
interact? Do different types of sugars cause yeast to behave differently? This book covers all
the science, does it thoroughly (diagrams, chemical reactions, citations of studies, history of
research/understanding, etc) and does so in a way you can understand, even if you don't have
a science degree. It may take a few times through to get all the details, but if you want to know
the "why"s behind baking, this is absolutely hands-down the BEST book I've ever found.My
only complaint - it doesn't have enough of the "how"s. One section suggests that too little or
too much fat can hamper the formation of gluten, but it doesn't show actual numbers/ratios, so I
can't directly apply that to my next recipe. However, with the extensive citations, I could
probably go back through the research and find the numbers myself.”

sWill, “Serious & detailed explanation of all aspects of breadmaking -- Not a Betty Croker



cookbook.. Thumbing through I have already found several great tips to improve my existing
breadmaking skills. But this book is going to take some time to thoroughly absorb all of the
material. I am a science nerd so I love knowing "why" things do what they do. It looks like Ms.
Buehler has really covered a lot of the scientific details which I am rally looking forward to
diving in. While there are a few recipes contained in the book, this is NOT a Betty Croker
cookbook -- this is a serious, detailed, explanation about each of the ingredients, how they
interact and why, explains reasons for various "failures", what to look for as the dough
develops, solutions for correcting various oversights, and guidelines for recognizing (and
appreciating) all of the technicalities of a properly made loaf.”

R. Cane Questions, “great read for bread bakers. Thank you for writing the book. It explains
phenomena I know well from years of baking but never completely understood. It's a fairly fast
read. Dr Buehler (or her editor) has made it easy to jump around in the Kindle edition. Hand-
drawn pictures of molecules along with a description of the history of how the information was
ferreted out make it fascinating. Did I learn new techniques? No, not a one. Did I learn why the
techniques I use sometimes succeed and sometimes fail? Absolutely. Her opening argument
speaks volumes to me, and describes the nature of the book: "The obvious way to make bread
is to find a recipe in a book and follow it. (
Chances are it will work well enough, but making bread this way confines the baker to one
recipe, gives him or her no understanding of how to fix problems that arise … The alternative
method explored in this book is more akin to what our ancestors might have done, working with
basic recipes to learn about the process of bread-making, with the added benefit of decades of
scientific research enabling us to understand the inner workings of the process."”

V. Fernandes, “A thorough introduction to the science of Bread. The science in this book is well
written and very approachable. Easy to go as shallow or deep as you want. Used this book as
a source to understand the reasons for statements or actions discussed in more hands on
books. The book is a little dated and the photographs could be updated. Otherwise, a book I
would recommend to anyone trying to go beyond the recipes and the tweaks you find in other
sources.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “A bit of science background is useful. I found this book really interesting
and very helpful. I have a chemistry degree and so, the chemistry detail didn’t put me off. It’s
worth persevering though, as it really helps to understand what’s going on when you bake
bread. The author has done a lot of hard work in reading and condensing lots of scientific
papers to make it fairly easy to digest. I bought it on kindle as it was very expensive to buy as a
paper copy. Reading it on the app on my iPad means you can see the illustrations too - they
are all black and white but, in general, were very helpful.I would definitely recommend it if you
are serious about baking bread.”

barry c., “Really informative and helpful. A great book, the first third is pretty dense chemistry
and science which I only partially understood but it gives a great background knowledge of
how and why things happen when you make bread.The rest of the book is really great though.
Going into lots of easy to follow details about why you do each step when making bread and
the recipes are really easy to follow.”

B Klaxon, “Good book! It’s concise and explains the basics of .... Good book! It’s concise and
explains the basics of what goes into making bread from a chemical perspective...but in



layman’s terms. It makes bread recipes easier to understand wrt what is actually happening
and how, possibly, to fix and improve your own bread making technique.”

webmaestro5, “Now I really understand how to make bread. An excellent book for those who
want to understand why bread making techniques are as they are. The chemistry and
biochemistry elements are interesting to the scientifically trained but without these your
breadmaking will undoubtedly still improve. The improvement in my bread in terms of flavour,
shaping and rise has been remarkable. My best acquisition in quite a while.”

frank poyntz, “Good bread making.. Very informative, well written and presented. Very good
subject matter.”

The book by Laura Sommers has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 202 people have provided feedback.
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